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ABSTRACT: Morphology is a key parameter in the
design of novel nanocrystals and nanomaterials with
controlled functional properties. Here, we demonstrate
the potential of foreign metal ions to tune the morphology
of colloidal semiconductor nanoparticles. We illustrate the
underlying mechanism by preparing copper selenide
nanocubes in the presence of Al ions. We further
characterize the plasmonic properties of the obtained
nanocrystals and demonstrate their potential as a platform
to produce cubic nanoparticles with different composition
by cation exchange.

I t is in large part through the surface that nanocrystals (NCs)
interact with neighboring NCs and the medium. Catalytic,

electronic, optoelectronic and thermoelectric performance of
NCs and nanocrystalline materials strongly rely on the chemical
and energy exchange in the form of ions, charge carriers or
phonons that take place between NCs themselves and between
NCs and the medium. In this sense, numerous applications
depend on the organization of the NC last atomic layers. That
is, on the type and ratio of the NC facets, i.e., its morphology.
Morphology also controls NC assembly into macroscopic

superstructures. In this regard, a particularly interesting
geometry for technological applications is that of cubes.1

Nanocubes can maximize NC packing and produce highly
compact films or bulk nanostructured materials. At the same
time, nanocubes can form lattice-matched superstructures
where all crystallographic domains are oriented in the same
direction.2 This may be an important asset in magnetic,
electronic, optoelectronic, and thermoelectric applications,
where charge carrier or phonon exchange is fundamental.
To control NC morphology, organic molecules that

selectively bind to different NC facets are generally used.
There are countless examples on the use of aliphatic chains
with carboxylic acid, phosphonic acid and amine functional
groups to control the morphology of elemental, binary, ternary,
and quaternary nanoparticles.3 Some metal ions have also been
proved as efficient directors of NC morphology, especially for
metal nanoparticles. A particularly illustrative example is that of
Pt-based nanocubes. Tungsten,4 iron,5 cobalt,6 and chromium7

carbonyls and also iron chloride,8 silver nitrate9 and silver

acetylacetonate10 have been used to produce Pt nanocubes by
manipulating NC nucleation and growth rate in the different
crystallographic directions. In many cases, these metal ions did
not incorporate in the NC structure and were not detected on
the surface or within the final NCs. They just catalyzed the
nanocube formation, returning afterward to the solution or
precipitating as a salt.
Previous studies on the use of foreign metal ions to control

NC morphology were focused on metal NCs. However,
because the underlying mechanism is a general one, we believe
metal ions should be also included in our tool bench as
potential morphology drivers of semiconductor NCs.
Here, we report an example of the influence of foreign metal

ions to control the morphology of a chalcogenide semi-
conductor: CuxSe. In particular, we detail a synthetic route to
produce CuxSe nanocubes by the incorporation of Al ions in
the initial precursor solution. We also characterize the
plasmonic properties of the new copper selenide geometry
obtained and demonstrate the potential of the produced CuxSe
NCs to prepare nananocubes of other semiconductor
chalcogenides by cation exchange. This is exemplified by
preparing Ag2Se nanocubes.
We produced CuxSe NCs by reacting CuCl with an excess of

selenium precursor in the presence of hexadecylamine (HDA).
In a typical preparation, 0.0495 g of CuCl (0.5 mmol, 99.99%,
Aldrich), 5 mmol HDA (90% Aldrich) and 10 mL of
octadecene (ODE,90%, Aldrich) were introduced inside a
four-neck flask and heated to 200 °C under argon flow until all
precursors were dissolved. The yellowish transparent solution
produced was maintained under Ar flow at 200 °C for an
additional hour to remove oxygen, water and other low-boiling
point impurities. Afterward, the solution was cooled to 180 °C
and 4 mL of a 0.8 M ODE-Se solution was injected through a
septum (detailed information on the selenium precursor
preparation and the nanocrystal synthesis can be found in the
Supporting Information, SI). The mixture was maintained at
180 °C for 5 min. Afterward, the solution was rapidly cooled
down to room temperature. The NCs were isolated and
purified using the standard solvent/nonsolvent precipitation/
redispersion procedure. The reaction yield was around 80% for
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all the synthesis here reported. Figure 1a shows a representative
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrograph of the
quasi-spherical CuxSe NCs obtained following the above-
described procedure.

In an attempt to prepare CuAlSe2 NCs, we added
Al(NO3)3·9H2O in the precursor solution. All other parameters
were maintained the same. Figure 1b shows a representative
TEM micrograph of the NCs obtained in the presence of 0.1
mmol of Al(NO3)3. When reacting CuCl with the ODE-Se
solution for 5 min in the presence of HDA and Al(NO3)3,
nanocubes with very low size dispersions, ∼5%, were
systematically obtained (Figure 1b, inset, SI).
To our surprise and initial disappointment, energy dispersive

X-ray (EDX) analysis inside a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) showed the presence of no Al in the nanocube sample.
From the EDX analysis, the sample composition matched
approximately to Cu3Se2. Electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) further confirmed the absence of Al and the NC
composition to be Cu3Se2. Single particle EELS analyses
showed NCs to have a Cu:Se ratio 3:2 with a composition
distribution from particle to particle within the technique
uncertainty. Single particle EELS elemental maps further
showed that the NC composition was highly homogeneous
within each particle.
To determine the influence of NO3¯ and Al3+ ions on the

Cu3Se2 NC growth, various control experiments were carried
out. Figure 2 displays the TEM micrographs of the NCs
obtained from the reaction of CuCl with the ODE-Se solution

in the presence of HDA and different salts: Al(NO3)3·9H2O,
Mg(NO3)2·6H2O, AlCl3, NH4NO3. Cu3Se2 nanocubes were
only obtained in the presence of Al(NO3)3·9H2O and AlCl3.
The NCs obtained in the presence of AlCl3 were sensibly worse
in terms of size distribution than those obtained with
Al(NO3)3·9H2O. The presence of HDA and the purity of the
Se precursor solution were also demonstrated as essential to
obtain nanoparticles with narrow size distributions. In
particular, the Se source was very sensitive to preparation.11

We are currently studying in detail the influence of the Se
precursor preparation method on the morphology of the
produced Cu3Se2 NCs.
Figure 3 displays TEM micrographs of the NCs extracted at

different reaction times from a single batch. Initial Cu3Se2 NCs
displayed similar sizes and narrow size distributions as in the
final product but were characterized by quasi-spherical

Figure 1. (a) TEM micrograph of quasi-spherical CuxSe NCs obtained
by reacting CuCl with ODE-Se in the presence of HDA at 180 °C. (b)
TEM micrograph and particle size distribution of CuxSe NCs obtained
by reacting CuCl with ODE-Se in the presence of HDA and
Al(NO3)3·9H2O at 180 °C. Scale bars of inset TEM micrographs
correspond to 20 nm.

Figure 2. TEM micrographs of Cu3Se2 NCs obtained in the presence
of HDA and different salts, as noted.

Figure 3. TEM micrographs of Cu3Se2 NCs obtained at successively
higher reaction times.
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geometries. NCs morphology evolved from quasi-spherical to
cubic within a few minutes of reaction.
The identification of copper selenide crystallographic phases

is particularly difficult. Copper selenides exist in a wide variety
of compositions and crystallographic systems, including
orthorhombic, monoclinic, and cubic.12 Figure 4 shows the

X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the nanoparticles prepared
in the presence of HDA and different salts. X-ray diffraction
analysis evidenced that the crystallographic structure of the
Cu3Se2 NCs was not substantially modified by the presence of
Al3+ ions in the precursor solution. From the NC composition
obtained by EDX and EELS analysis, we anticipated the NCs to
display the tetragonal umangite crystal structure. However,
XRD patterns did not exactly match the umangite reference
pattern (JCPDF: 01-071-0045). XRD patterns obtained did not
exactly match any of the previously reported structures as
shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows HRTEM micrographs and the corresponding

power spectrum obtained by aligning the incident electron

beam perpendicular to one of the square facets of a Cu3Se2
cube. The crystal structure obtained from HRTEM could be
associated to the umangite tetragonal phase (S.G.: P4 ̅21m) with
lattice parameters (a = b = 7.2 Å; c = 2a). However the cell
parameters obtained from the power spectrum analyses were
significantly different from those of the reported umangite
phase. Otherwise, the crystal structure could be identified as
orthorhombic with cell parameters a = 7.2 Å, b = 7.3 Å and c =
14.4−14.5 Å. However, such crystal phase has not been
previously reported, and attending to the very small difference
between a and b cell parameters, it is more reasonably to
associate the crystal structure to a quasi-tetragonal phase with c
parameter being 2a (a = b; c = 2a). Still, the formation of a

tetragonal structure with double cell parameter along c suggests
some ordering along the z-axis.
From the experimental results obtained, it is evident that Al3+

ions had a strong influence on the Cu3Se2 NC morphology.
Because the cubic morphology was obtained after a few minutes
of reaction time, after NCs reached an equilibrium with the
monomer concentration in solution (Figure 3), it is clear that
nanocubes were formed during ripening due to a stability
differential between the {111} and the {100} and {001} facets
of the Cu3Se2 tetragonal-like structure. On the other hand, the
chemical analysis of the final nanoparticles demonstrated that
Al3+ ions did not incorporate to the Cu3Se2 crystal structure or
surface facets in the used synthesis conditions. Adding both
experimental observations together, we speculate that the role
of Al3+ ions is more probably to promote the crystal growth in a
specific direction instead of stabilizing a particular facet. We
hypothesize that Al3+ ions block the binding of HDA to the
{111} facets. Then, during the ripening regime, while {100}
and {001} facets capped by HDA are stable toward the
incorporation or dissolution of Cu and Se ions, {111} facets,
possibly terminated by Al3+ ions with a fast dynamic solvation,
are subject to a relatively fast exchange of Cu and Se ions with
the solution. Thus, {111} facets tend to disappear with the
reaction time and {100} and {001} faceted nanocubes are
formed. Again, the nanoparticle quality and morphology were
very sensitive to the purity of the Se precursor solution. Thus,
ODE-Se must play an important role which remains to be
elucidated in the global mechanism of Cu3Se2 NC size and
shape control.
Copper selenides are usually p-type semiconductors with

band gaps in the range 1.0−2.0 eV.13 Their p-type character is
associated to the presence of copper vacancies in the lattice,
which makes their carrier concentration and transport proper-
ties strongly dependent on its composition. Copper selenides
also display composition-dependent plasmonic light scattering
in the Near-Infrared spectral Region (NIR).14 Their band gap
in the visible part of the spectrum and their plasmonic
properties make copper selenides valuable materials in
optoelectronic and plasmonic applications.
Figure 6a shows the UV−vis spectra of colloidal Cu3Se2

nanocubes in tetrachloroethylene. A plasmon peak was clearly
observed. The maximum of the peak red-shifted from 940 to
1110 nm when reducing the NCs with a Li(C2H5)3BH solution
in tetrahydrofuran, proving its strong composition dependence.
As pointed out above, nanocubes have a convenient

geometry for technological applications as they can maximize

Figure 4. XRD patterns of the Cu3Se2 NCs obtained in the presence
of HDA and different salts. As a reference, the peak position of various
copper selenide phases is also represented: klockmannite hexagonal
CuSe JPCD, 00-034-0171; berzelianite cubic Cu2‑xSe JPCD, 00-006-
0680; umangite tetragonal Cu3Se2 JPCD, 01-071-0045.

Figure 5. HRTEM micrographs and corresponding power spectrum of
Cu3Se2 nanocubes.

Figure 6. (a) Evolution of the absorption spectra of Cu3Se2 nanocubes
in tetrachloroethylene when chemically reduced. Each step from the
black toward the yellow spectrum corresponds to an addition of 50 μL
of a 0.02 M Li(C2H5)3BH solution in tetrahydrofuran. (b) SEM
micrograph of an assembly of Cu3Se2 nanocubes.
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NC packing and produce highly compact films or bulk
nanostructured materials (Figure 6b). Because of their
advantageous morphology, we further used the Cu3Se2
nanocubes as a platform to produce other semiconductor
nanocubes by cation exchange. Figure 7 shows a representative

TEM micrograph and the corresponding XRD pattern of the
Ag2Se nanocubes obtained by cation exchange from Cu3Se2
NCs. Ag2Se nanocubes were obtained from the dropwise
addition at room temperature of 0.08 mL of a 0.2 mM AgNO3
methanol solution to a toluene solution containing approx-
imately 10 mg of Cu3Se2 NCs.

15

In summary, we described how Al3+ ions catalyzed the
formation of CuxSe nanocubes. The composition of the
obtained copper selenide nanocubes was identified as Cu3Se2
and no aluminum was detected within the NC structure.
Cu3Se2 nanocubes showed a strong composition-dependent
plasmonic peak in the wavelength range between 900 and 1100
nm. Cu3Se2 nanocubes were also proven as an excellent
platform for the production of other selenide nanocubes.
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Figure 7. TEM micrograph and XRD pattern of the Ag2Se nanocubes
obtained by cation exchange from Cu3Se2 nanocubes. Scale bar
corresponds to 200 nm.
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